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FCC-ee main parameters
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We focus here on the Z 

machine since it is more 

challenging from the 

collective effects point of 

view: lowest beam energy, 

highest beam current, 

lowest emittances, and 

longest damping times

with respect to the other 

machine configurations
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Main impedance sources

It is the largest impedance source for FCC-ee evaluated so far. NEG coating is needed to mitigate 
the electron cloud build-up in the positron machine and for pumping reasons in both rings.

Resistive wall

Contribution of the winglets: a 2D electromagnetic solver 

VACI (A. Rajabi) gives the RW impedance and wake for 

the geometry with the winglets. Very small differences 

have been obtained with respect to the circular beam 

pipe.
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Main impedance sources

beam pipe radius reduction (35 mm → 30 mm)

Since the transverse dipolar wake is 

proportional to 1/𝑏3, passing from 35 to 

30 mm means an increase in impedance 

and wake amplitude of 
353

303
= 1.6 → 60%

Reduction of beam pipe radius only in short straight sections (quads and sexts): 

10 km of pipe with 30 mm of radius: 

the total RW passes from '1' to '1.06': an increase in the transverse impedance 

due to RW of 6%, but there are tapers … too expensive?
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Tapers
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Transverse dipolar vertical wake of a 0.4 mm bunch 

length for a single taper (in) once that the 'potential 

difference' term due to the different radii (which 

disappears for a double taper in-out) is subtracted

If we multiply this by 2 (double taper) and by 1500 (number of 

sections), we have a peak at about 5000 V/pC/m. 

This is about 12.5% of the total transverse dipolar wake that 

we have evaluated so far. By increasing the taper’s length it is 

possible to reduce this contribution.
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Collimation system
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Table of the beam halo collimators for the Z machine and for the 4 IPs layout. 

The synchrotron collimators and masks upstream of the IPs are not included in this table.

beam

For the resistive wall contribution, we 

suppose parallel plates with infinite 

thickness and use IW2D for the impedance 

and wakefield evaluation.

𝜎𝑀𝑜𝐺𝑅 = 106 𝑆/𝑚 𝜎𝑀𝑜 = 18.7 × 106 𝑆/𝑚



Collimation system
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dipolar 

vertical 

impedance

dipolar 

horizontal 

impedance

NB: the impedance of the collimators must be 

changed because of the new optics. We do not 

have the updated table yet



Work in progress: geometrical wakefield due to collimators
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Work in progress: geometrical wakefield due to collimators
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Work in progress: geometrical wakefield due to collimators

How to mitigate this geometrical contribution?

We do not have a solution yet: we tried to increase 

the taper length, but the results were not as 

satisfactory as expected.
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We also observed important trapped 

HOMs



Work in progress: geometrical wakefield due to collimators

HOMs could be damped with ferrites. We tried the TT2-111R ferrite. This solution seems to reduce also 

the transverse broadband impedance
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Wake potential of 50 mm Gaussian bunch
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Main impedance sources

Bellows So far we used the SuperKEKB model with RF fingers with a total of 10000 bellows: 2900 dipole 

arcs 24 m long with bellows every 12 m plus 2900 quads/sexts sections and an additional 1000 

bellows for the straight sessions. 
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Main impedance sources

Bellows Other geometries are under investigation in the vacuum group. 

Courtesy of: S. Rorison

(CERN), FCC-ee: Vacuum 

System Technologies 

R&D, poster presented at 

the FCC week 2023
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Main impedance sources

Bellows Comparison between the SuperKEKB and the new geometry in the longitudinal plane

NB: the 

impedance and 

wakefield of the 

new model have 

been obtained by 

Patrick Krkotić

wake potential of a 10 mm Gaussian bunch

NB: Other models, such as the ESRF bellows 

(Pantaleo’s suggestion), need to be investigated



Longitudinal impedance and wake
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wake potential of a 

0.4 mm Gaussian 

bunch used as a 

pseudo-Green 

function in beam 

dynamics 

simulations



Transverse dipolar impedance and wake
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Vertical wake 

potential of a 0.4 

mm Gaussian 

bunch used as a 

Green function in 

beam dynamics 

simulations

vertical 

impedance



Transverse dipolar wake potential of a 0.4 mm Gaussian bunch 

used as Green function in beam dynamics simulations

In beam dynamics simulations we have also included the quadrupolar term (small contribution so far). 
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Single bunch collective effects in the longitudinal plane
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With beamstrahlung we have found that at 1.5e11 ppb: 𝜎𝑧 = 14.0 mm, 𝜎𝑝 = 9x10-4 (w/ ZL)
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Transverse coupled bunch instability and feedback system

The most dangerous mode is that 

closest to the origin (with negative 

frequency)

From the real part of the transverse impedance at low frequency we see that only the RW contribution 

due to the beam pipe is important. Collimators do not seem to contribute much at such low frequencies

The TCBI is 

evaluated by 

considering the 

lowest 

azimuthal intra-

bunch mode 

(rigid dipolar 

oscillations) and

Gaussian bunches. The instability is 

due to the coupling of the multi-

bunch coherent frequencies with the 

real part of the dipolar coupling 

impedance at the lowest frequencies. 
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Transverse coupled bunch instability and 

feedback system
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• Rise time of the most dangerous mode is about 1.4 ms

(growth rate of about 700 s-1).

• To suppress the TCBI, a bunch-by-bunch feedback 

system can be used. 

• The damping time in the transverse plane should be of 

the order of 1 ms, similar to the damping time of the 

SuperKEKB feedback. 

• However, 1 ms in FCC-ee corresponds to about 3 turns. 

We must pay attention to the design of such a feedback 

system.

• Additionally, there are many coupled bunch modes with 

a growth rate of ~ 400 s-1, that is 2.5 ms.



Transverse mode coupling instability

Even if the thresholds are similar, with the 30 mm radius the instability is stronger.

30 mm pipe radius
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35 mm pipe radius



Single bunch collective effects in the transverse plane

35 mm pipe radius + chroma = 5 30 mm pipe radius + chroma = 5
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Single bunch collective effects in the transverse plane

35 mm pipe radius + feedback (4 turns) 30 mm pipe radius + feedback (4 turns)
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Single bunch collective effects in the transverse plane

30 mm pipe radius + feedback (4 turns)
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The intra-bunch motion at 2.6x1011 seems to show a ‘-1 mode’ instability. At SuperKEKB the feedback induced 

this kind of instability, too. The problem was that simulations gave a higher instability threshold.



Single bunch collective effects in the transverse plane

30 mm pipe radius:

the combination of 

feedback (4 turns) + 

chromaticity (𝑄’𝑥 =
𝑄𝑦
′ = 5) seems to 

mitigate the TMCI
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Conclusions

• The design of different machine components is still in progress and the impedance model is constantly 

changing.

• Additionally, as we analyse new devices, the total machine impedance increases.

• On the other hand, the impedance model that we are using already shows that collective effects play an 

important role in the machine’s stability, and we must pay attention to impedance optimisation.

• Beam instability thresholds and mitigation efficiency that we have analyzed can change according to the 

new and updated impedance sources. 

• The studies so far also show a strong interplay between longitudinal wakefield, transverse wakefield, 

chromaticity, feedback system and beam-beam (see M. Zobov presentation): each effect cannot be 

studied independently of the others.

• It is fundamental to look for diversified mitigation solutions for counteracting unwanted instabilities.
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